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Proposed Draft Regulations Addressing Hydraulic Fracturing and Additional Clarifying Amendments

Bainbridge, Ohio and north Texas - connecting the layers

Attached is the Ohio regulatory's report on this event and details of another similar aquifer contamination from drilling in Texas.

Because of a 'casing error' 600 feet down 30 some homes, the Bainbridge Village hall and the Police Department were without potable water. One house blew up and all in the area faced gas migration and possible explosions.

In both of these examples, Bainbridge, Ohio and Grandview, TX, the operative event was the connection of the formation layer with the aquifer layer - also both are the result of the extreme pressures used in fracturing resulting in casing failures and new connections between underground layers and potentially aquifers and even the surface. This is not uncommon and why the industry fought for decades and got exemptions to major provisions of 7 protective federal laws - Clean air Act, Clean Water Act, Safe Drinking Water Act, Community Right to Know Law, and more so they would not bear liability for the damages they knew they would cause...see DCS comment on the exemptions. What are euphemistically called 'casing
errors’ or ‘gas migration’ happens everywhere there is drilling and hydraulic fracturing - another reason to not allow any gas or oil drilling and certainly no hydraulic fracturing in the Delaware River Basin in order to protect water resources and public and environmental health.

north Texas over the Trinity-Woodbine Aquifer - just like in Dimock, PA and Bainbridge, Ohio ... another example of connecting the layers from gas drilling with hydraulic fracturing - Link and pdf attached. In 2007, three families who share an aquifer in Grandview, TX, reported contamination of drinking water after hydraulic fracturing of a nearby well owned by Williams. They experienced strong odors in their water, changes in water pressure, skin irritation, and dead livestock. Water testing found toluene and other contaminants. In the Texas example, the Beadle family did move according to TXsharon (Sharon Wilson - TexasSharon.com) in Texas, "...they essentially abandoned their home - last I heard, [because they] could not sell it."

The following is the direct link to the final report by the state of Ohio of the investigation and determination of causes for the explosions on English Drive in Bainbridge, Ohio - casing "error" at 600 feet down - happened when fracturing REPORT ON THE BAINBRIDGE INVESTIGATION http://www.ohiodnr.com/mineral/bainbridge/tabid/20484/default.aspx and ATTACHED

AND This lawsuit is against the drillers and all subcontractors and the people who leased. Settlement January. 2011 - over two years more with no usable water- this from ONE gas well - they got a water line put in with usable public water from miles away that they now have to pay monthly charges for water.

Date: January 30, 2009 8:25:16 PM EST Subject: **Lawsuit details attached:** OH House Explosion & water contamination case** File today AND TWO years later

Gas Well blows up house & water wells in OH- Update: 2 years later

Angry residents grill state drilling chief - Page 4

BAINBRIDGE More than 100 people crammed into an overflowing meeting
room at the Federated Church Tuesday to hear what the state was going to do about problems created by oil and gas well drillers. Sean Logan, the Ohio Department of Natural Resource's director, had few answers to calm fears. He failed to satisfy the concerns of more than 40 residents whose water wells were damaged by an English Drive gas well drilled in December 2007 that blew one house off of its foundation. It was for these residents that he called the meeting. In addition to Bainbridge residents, fire chiefs, public officials and residents came from neighboring communities and as far away as Highland Heights, Broadview Heights and Twin Lakes. They wanted to see how the state responds to gas well accidents because they face new wells in their own communities. Logan had no answer for Niki Kakoleck of Scotland Drive. "What is the state going to do for me and my family?" she asked point-blank. "I tried to refinance my house today and the bank told me my house has no value," she continued. "My husband and I paid $180,000 for it before the gas well blew up. Now it has no value. I have to pay an attorney now on top of it. We're on the verge of bankruptcy. I hired a sitter to watch my nine-year-old and 11-year-old so I could come here and hear what you are going to do." When Logan repeated that he was ordering a new municipal water line, she cut him off. "This sucks," she said. "You guys dropped the ball for me and my family. Life in a hotel..." Logan replied that the gas is venting underground. "Yes, it is -- it's venting into the aquifer," a woman said as the crowd roared in laughter.
No evidence' Logan said he does not have evidence that the gas is continuing to flow into the aquifer. "But, you don't have evidence that it's not," said another resident. Although Logan said, "The buck stops here with me," he placed most of the blame on the driller, Ohio Valley Energy for not moving fast enough to install a municipal water line. He called OVE's actions "egregious" and repeated his pledge of last week to order OVE to install the water line to the homes considered to be affected by the faulty gas well. Several residents asked how they could find out if their home was among those deemed affected and entitled to the proposed water line. They did not receive a clear answer. When asked when the water line would be installed, Logan said he would give OVE 15 days to submit a plan. Last week Jerry Morgan of Geauga County Water Resources Department told Sun News he has seen plans for the waterline from OVE's engineering firm, but it could take months to get it approved through the county and the Ohio EPA before digging could begin. At Tuesday night's meeting, Logan told residents the delay was with OVE. Who's to blame? An insider told Sun News that state and county officials -- not OVE -- may be to blame for holding up progress on the waterline. Last week OVE's president Charlie Masters told Sun News that his company has been trying to bring in the water line since February 2008, but has met with resistance. Tuesday night, Logan said his technical staff would examine independent laboratory reports on the "black goo" that is showing up in well water where gas wells have been drilled and fracted. This is a change from his stance April 7 when he said, "It seems to be naturally occurring in Geauga County water." At that time, he further stated "It's well documented that there are problems with well water in Geauga County." County officials refuted that statement. Loud boos Logan pledged that he would push the envelope of the law to make OVE pay for monthly water bills homeowners would face with a municipal water line. He was booed when he said although his department issues permits, it has no authority to slow down the drilling by slowing down the number of permits it issues. He admitted that his department is understaffed and does not have enough inspectors to inspect new wells as they are being drilled, although current rules call for the inspections. He further said his department does not have the authority to refuse a permit to OVE or any other driller that is caught using faulty practices. "But you're the only one who does have control over drillers," a woman said. "We're the people, and it's time you stood up for we the people and stopped standing up for the gas industry." "You should just step up," a man
Logan said he is working on legislation to change current laws. State Sen. Tim Grendell and Rep. Matt Dolan attended the meeting. Grendell told the crowd that he is working on legislation to bring back local control of gas well drilling, while Logan is working with the oil and gas well industry on his proposed legislation. Attorney Dale Markowitz thanked Logan for meeting with residents. Markowitz also told Logan, "You're on your last leg." Markowitz is representing the 40 residents and Bainbridge Township in their lawsuit against the driller and ODNR. Dolan declined a resident's request to speak at the meeting.

Attachment(s):
- Bainbridge report.pdf
- FWWeekly Water Foul GRANDVIEW TX.pdf